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Exercise 1 In a case study of transportation mode choice, the parameters of the utility func-
tions have been estimated as follows:

U1n = 1− 0.03 · tt1n − 0.06 · c1n + 0.5 · incomen + ε1n

U2n = −0.02 · tt2n − 0.0375 · c2n + 0.5 · universityn + ε2n
(1)

where ttin is the travel time in minutes and cin is the cost in CHF for respondent n, with i ∈
{car, train}, incomen takes value 1 if the respondent’s monthly income is larger than 6000CHF
and 0 otherwise, and universityn takes value 1 if the respondent went to the university and 0

otherwise. ε1n, ε2n
iid∼ EV(0, 1).

1. Compute the probability to choose each mode for the following individuals:

Name tt1 tt2 c1 c2 monthly income university

Yuki 22 18 2 2.1 7000 yes
Thibaut 120 100 10 15 3000 yes
Michel 10 50 3 5 10000 no
Meri 25 9 7 2.1 5000 no

2. What does the alternative specific constant in alternative 1 represent?

3. Interpret one by one all the parameters.

Exercise 2

1. Define the Box-Cox transformation.

(a) What modeling assumption are you testing when specifying a Box-Cox transformation
of the travel cost in a model of transportation mode choice?

(b) Let λ be the parameter of the Box-Cox transformation. What particular cases do
you obtain when λ = 1 or λ = 0?
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2. In a model developed for the transportation mode choice in the Netherlands case study,
the deterministic parts of the utilities for the car and rail alternatives are specified as
follows:

VCar,n = ASCCAR + βCOST · costcar,n + βTIME CAR · timecar,n
VRail,n = ASCRAIL ++βCOST ·costrail,n +βTIME RAIL · timerail,n +βFEMALE ·femalen

(2)

where timecar,n and timerail,n are the travel times for car and rail respectively for individual
n, costcar,n and costrail,n are the travel costs for car and rail for individual n, and femalen
takes value 1 if the individual is a female, and 0 if he is a male (note that we can use directly
the variable labeled as gender from the Netherlands dataset as female is identified with 1
and male with 0). The estimation results for this model are shown in Figure 1.

In addition to the base model, we estimate a model with a Box-Cox transformation of the
cost variables. A snapshot of the estimation results is presented in Figure 2.

Referring to the figures, answer the following questions:

(a) Comment and interpret the values of the estimates of both models (i.e., analyze the
signs of the coefficients), and check if the estimates correspond to your expectations.

(b) Identify what parameters are significantly different from 0 (or 1 in the case of λ).
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Figure 1: Estimation results of the base model
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Figure 2: Estimation results of model with a Box-Cox transformation
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